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Even though flow through porous media has received considerable attention, flow through a medium bound by permeable boundaries has not been studied in any detail in the past. Media bound by permeable boundaries are however often encountered in practice. Flow of gases through a cigarette where both the tobacco rod and the wrapping paper are porous is of this type [1) .1 A closely related system is that of the graphite block in a gas-cooled nuclear reactor where the nuclear fuel is separated from the rapidly circulating coolant by a porous graphite septum with a narrow gap between fuel and septum [2) .
Related problems having different geometries include seepage from streams bounded by porous banks [3) , leakage into some aquifers [4) and the displacement of oil from sandstones by shalewater influx [5) . This type of flow presents certain peculiarities, such as the lack of simple additivity of effective resistances placed in series.
This paper presents a theory relating the significant !!.aterial properties to the steady~tate flow and pressure distribution and effective resistance for a uniform cylindricaJ system of the above type,. first a.lone and then when coupled with resistances at either end. We sha.ll consider the case in which one end of the specimen is connected to a sink and the other, 88 well 88 the shell, to surroundings of unirorm pressure. This is the cigarette case and differs in details from that or the reactor or the river, but shows the general features common to all such systems. The method used is similar to that employed in the treatment of flow of current through electric transmission lines [6J and in some ways also of heat transfer from fins [7J. Fig. 1 shows the essential elements or our system, a cylindrical core having a length L and a linear resistance, r., to How along it, surrounded by a shell having a linear resistance, r., to flow across it. The inlet or the specimen may carry a resistance Ri, the sink end another, R.. The inlet and the whole shell areexPOlJed to an extended source of constant pressure, which we take &'S the reference point, and the sink to a negative pressure P(a). The flow at the sink is F(a). By definition, the effective resistance or the system, R, is -P(s)jF(a). To find the relations between these latter quantities, 88 well 88 the flow F(z) and the pressure P(z) at any point along the cylinder and its structural characteristics we make the following assumptions: 1 the core and shell are homogeneous so that r. and r. are con- Contributed by the Fluids EnciDeering Division of Tue AMeRICAN SocIBTT or MECHANICAL ElIOIlfSSM, Manu8Cript received at ASME Beadquactera, JUDe 3, 1975. fig. 1 where R. is the resistance that the system would have if it were unrestricted, i.e., if R. were zero.
Equation (13) is the general expression for the addition of two systems in series. It should be noted that this addition is iterative, but not commutative.
Two values of R. are of special interest; one is r~ the other is infinity (R. = 0 is of course the case of the unrestricted system discussed initially). When R. = rk x is the distance along the cylinder measured from the inlet. Within any small distance dx, the flow rate in the core changes tJten by dF(x), which is the amount of fluid leaking in through the shell. This amount dF(x) and the corresponding pressure drop dP(x) are given by dF(x) = -(P(x)Jr.)dx
The general solution of ~ differential equations is P -C1 cosh ax + C, sinh ax (3) F = C, cosh ax + C. sinh ax (4) where the several C's are oonstantB depending on boundary conditions, and a defined by a -(r.fr.)l/1 (5) is the natural unit of length in the system. U.restricted system. In this case C1 = C. = O. We can then exprthe flow and pr_ure in terms of their values at the inlet or sink. Thus,
The resistance of this system is independent of its length. When R, = 00, i.e., when the inlet is closed, the value of X vanishes and the equations reduce to those for the unrestricted system with the sinh's replaced by cosh's, etc. This means that in the closedoff system, flows and pr~res are completely interchanged as compared with the ~tricted system.
Resistan~ at Sink End. A simple leak-free resistance R. at the sink end makes the pressure at the sink no longer equal to that at z ~ L. Hence, the equations obtained in the preceding section are modified by replacing the sink pressure P(s) by P(O) and a similar set of results can be derived straightforwardly.
(I) (7) (9) is the resistance of an infinitely long system in which, necessarily, all the fluid enters through the shell. r.. can be called the characteristic resistance of the system while a can be calle(! the attenuation constant of the system. The complicated Ildditivity of effective resistances of systems placed in series, is apparent.
Resistance at Inlet. Replacing a resistan;:e Ri at the inlet by an extension of the system will give the same results for the initial core-ahd-shell provided that the resistance of this extension equals Ri. The required length of the extension, X, can be obtained from equation (8) When Ri is larger than r.., i.e., than the resistance of the infinitely long unrestricted system, X becomes imaginary. This complication can be avoided by using then the coth instead of the tanh in the definition of X. In the extended system the total length is L + X and the coordinate of point x becomes x + X. Transactions of the ASME
